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Keith Ludden:  It is April 27, and we are in Lewiston, and we’re talking with Fowsia Musse.  Am 
I pronouncing that correctly? 

Fowsia Musse:  Yes.  Fow-sia Musse, yes. 

KL:  Is that spelled with a “W”? W - excuse me, F-O-W-S-I-A? 

FM:  Yes. 

KL:  Okay, great.  Do you mind if I ask what year you were born? 

FM:  Yes.  1978, in America. [laughter] 

KL:  You were born in America? 

FM:  No, I was born 1978, my assigned birthday.   

KL:  Okay. 

FM:  Meaning, like, as a refugee we have assigned birthdays, so I was born, in my 
documentation 1-1-1978. 

KL:  Okay. So you were born in 1978, and where was that? 

FM:  Somewhere in Somalia. [laughter]  Yes.  In Somalia. 

KL:  Okay, was it in a small village, or a larger town? 
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FM:  Is that recording?  [laughing] 

KL:  Yes.  The name of the town’s a problem, is that it? 

FM:  No, no, no, it’s not, it’s not.  I just wanted...No, I’m not sure where exactly it was.  I don’t 
know if you’re aware of it, but I came as a minor, an unaccompanied? minor, so I came with a 
birthdate that wasn’t actually mine, so in reality I was born in 1970, 1982, December, 24, but on 
my papers I was born 1-1-1978, in the capital city of Mogadishu, Somalia.  

KL:  Okay, now is that information that’s problematic?  I mean, is that something that other 
people should not know?  

FM: No 

KL:  Okay, I just wanted to make sure I don’t cause any problems. 

FM:  Refugee birthdays are all 1-1, so ninety percent, if I’m accurate, of Somalis, I’m not sure 
[of] other countries, but Somalia, a good seventy to eighty percent of them have 1-1 birthdays, 
and it’s called “assigned” and usually it’s because there was no affidavit, there weren’t any actual 
birth certificates, so people were given to assigned dates. 

KL:  I see.  That’s new to me.  That’s something I didn’t understand before.  So you were 
actually born in 1970?  

FM:  1982. 

KL:  1982, okay. 

FM:  Christmas Eve, yes. 

KL:  Christmas Eve?   

FM:  Yes. 

KL:  Okay.  But you grew up in Muslim tradition? 
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FM:  Yes. 

KL:  Okay. 

FM:  We left Somalia when I was about five, about five years old, five, six, and we came into a 
neighboring country, Ethiopia, as refugees from Somalia, so I grew up in Ethiopia from 1989, 
end of ‘89 up until beginning of 1995, and I came to the United States, from the state of San 
Diego, in September 7, 1995.   

KL:  You came in the fall; you landed in San Diego. 

FM:  San Diego, yes. 

KL:  Okay, and did you stay a long time in San Diego? 

FM:  Just three months. 

KL:  Okay. 

FM:  And then I have a long-distance uncle in Atlanta, Georgia, because the family I came with 
were sort of like stranger people to me; I didn’t know them prior to coming to America, so I 
actually transitioned to a person I didn’t know either, but have some blood relation, he was a 
relative of mine by blood.  

KL:  Okay, now explain what you mean by “long-distance uncle,”. 

FM:  He’s my mother’s mother’s brother. 

KL:  I see, I see, okay.  Can you tell me about the place you grew up.  You said you came from 
Somalia when you were about five? 

FM:  Five, turning six, I think, around there, yes. 

KL:  So, do you remember much of that? 

FM:  Yes, I remember a lot about the war, but not so much about the good times.  [laughter] 
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KL:  What do you remember about that? 

FM:  That part of my life is very vivid; I remember really vividly, as if it happened today.  It was 
1988, we were in the northern side of Somalia, the largest (inaudible) city in Somalia, called 
Hargeisa.  It was late evening, dark; it was heavy rain, lightning, thunder, and we were in a small 
living room, because we were living in [a] bungalow style house.  My mom was cooking dinner; 
my dad was walking around, pacing back-and-forth; he was flipping the rosemary, because in 
Islam we pray the rose - is that called rosemary?  The beads, the rosemary beads, rosary, I don’t 
know what it’s called but, he was walking around and I don’t know what happened exactly, but 
my mom was keep asking him, “well I’m hearing a lot of lightening today, but it sounds more 
like lightening.”  And I think the reason as to why she asked him that is because prior to 1988 
both my mother and my father were born in Ethiopia, so in 1977, the Somalia government had a 
war with [the] Ethiopian government for land dispute, so the Somalian government attacked 
Ethiopia and was able, in a short period, to took over a lot of the land that supposably belongs to 
Somalia, so then that made the citizen who were national Somalis but who where born in 
Ethiopia displaced from their homes. 

KL:  So you were hearing… 

FM:  My mom was hearing.  I was a kid; I was just hearing thunder and light[ing], no different 
than any other time, but my mom had had suspicions, I don’t know why, I’m assuming simply 
because she already knew what war sound like, so she was more, I don’t know, suspicious, and 
more [ill?] at ease by the lightning and stuff, so she repeatedly asking my father, who seemed to 
be worrisome of something, because he was pacing back-and-forth, walking around, and she ask 
him, “I feel like there’s more to it than the lightning tonight.”  And we went to bed later that 
night, and sometime the same night, about A.M. hours, my father rushes into my sister and I 
room and woke us up, he carries us over to my mom’s and my father master bedroom without 
explaining as to why woken up so frantically.  When we walk into the room my mom was face 
down on the ground; she had an infant on her chest, and she’s laying down.  She’s reciting, first 
it’s from the Quran, prays from the Quran, like, “God save us, blah, blah, blah.”  Then my dad 
placed me and my sister at built-in closets, in their bedroom.  This time, I, myself can feel there’s 
something wrong because I can hear loud, loud noises.  Our living room was shaking, the 
bedroom we were in was literally shaking, because you could see the sun fall everywhere, and 
my dad left the room, comes back to the room, and my mom lifts her head up and she goes, 
“When is this going to end?”  And he said, exact words, “By noon today we will be all gone.  
They want to level the city to the ground.”  And as a kid...So, my mom continued prayers and I 
remember the next door neighbor, next door to our house, there was a man, a Somali man, who I 
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think was involved [in the government].  He always wear a uniform, I don’t know what his title 
was, but he looked like a army general or something, he comes out.  All the men in that little 
county, or whatever, comes out and all the close neighbors, and they’re all standing, and seem to 
be looking [in] one direction and that’s toward the Somalia.  Hargeisa is two hours away from 
Ethiopia  itself, so it’s up on the hill where the governor’s house is, and they all seem to be 
direction, looking at, I guess, I don’t know southside, or east, whatever looking that way.  And it 
was dark, dark moon so I sneak out behind, and I look up at the sky, and it was beautiful.  I guess 
it was gun cover, bullets, and I see pink, light pink, and I see white, and it sounds like a 
(inaudible word), like pop, pop, pop, pop, pop, then once in awhile you hear the missile; you 
don’t see it physically, or visually, but you hear the sound, and it’s the most obnoxious sound, 
like dume, dume, dume, dume!, and you hear the echoing after it pass you or whatever; so that 
man, the guy, the next door neighbor, who always dressed like uniform that looked like the army 
decides to leave.  He gets his family on a pickup truck, him, and his wife, and the driver are on 
the front seat, he puts his housemate, [and] the rest of his kids at the trunk, the open trunk, the 
back of the pickup truck.  My mom gets ready to leave; she gets a little thermos, puts a little milk 
in the tea; she gets a little pillow case, puts all her valuable items like a gold, little money, all the 
documentations, and puts on my back, ties on my back, across my back, and she gets a thermos; 
she puts the baby on her back, and holds my little sister[‘s] hand, and she says, “I’m leaving.  
I’m not staying.”  And my dad was very reluctant.  He was like, “No, I’m not leaving.”  So, my 
mom was a heavy built woman, she puts the two babies, the infant and the toddler in the back of 
the truck; she puts one half of her body in there, the other half of her body still dangling; my dad 
is locking the house behind, I’m right behind my mom holding the thermos and the little items 
she let me carry, still on my back, and somebody from the bushes start shooting the car directly.  
The car tooks off.  I took off after my mom, she’s half dangling, I chase my mom, I’m like 
“Mom, Stop!”  She’s like, “Stop!”  Nobody stops.  They disappear into the early morning.  My 
dad is chasing after me, he was unable to catch up with me.  I don’t know, somehow, some 
reason, the sun comes out, I’m still running; I could no longer run, on my right side, near my ribs 
I feel like something snaps, so I was unable to run; I couldn’t breath, and I had a lot of pain on 
my right side.  So, I stopped, I bent over to catch my breath, and I’m holding my knees, I look 
down, and all I see is legs, a lot of legs moving, and a lot of echoing.  I hear a lot of people 
crying, “Wait!  Wait!  Help!  Wait help us!” Sound.  And I look up, and I see the whole, what 
seemed like the whole town or estate right after me, running behind me.  We ran into the outskirt 
of the city.  What looks like an army base; we walk into these trenches; we hide in the trench.  I 
see this tank, I was under the tank, I don’t know how I got there, because it was kind of a flash, 
and the tank fires as I was under it because I couldn’t see, when it fires I couldn’t hear anything, 
so all I could see was blood coming out of my ears, and I guess something happened to my 
hearing so I still have a lot of pain once in awhile [in] my left ear, but the day after, we were still 
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in the trenches, the day after we came out of the trenches, somehow we’re like, “Come out!  
Come out!  The insurgents or the revolutionary fighters, or whatever, were defeated.”  So we 
come out, what seemed like a lifetime, I don’t know if it was weeks or days, but it looks to me 
we were there for a long time.  We come out of the trenches, from where we were hiding, trying 
to walk back to the city; as we were walking back to the city I also found my father who had a 
gun.  A bullet grazed his chest, so he himself had a white dusty shirt that have blood on his chest, 
but he was okay.  As we were walking back to our houses every so on then we were running 
again, back and forth because, I guess the wounded insurgents who left over from the fight, who 
got defeated will hide under abandoned homes and would shoot from there, out of the window, 
or from the roof or whatever, at the citizens as they walk back to town.  So we were just hide 
back, and run back, so I don’t know how long it took but we came back to our houses, this time 
we’re unaware where my mom and my two little sisters are; they - my mom - has no idea where 
me and my dad are, so my dad and I stayed in the war.  What, few weeks or months later 
somebody eventually showed up from a small town that he said he saw my mom, and we were 
told she’s alive, but then again we were told that they were hit by a bazooka, so they were dead, 
and my mom was told my dad and I were dead, so we assumed each party was dead; my dad and 
I stayed back in the war about eight to nine month, I think.  I don’t know if my recollection is 
right, but it was a long time we stayed in the war.  So, every other day one or the other was 
getting defeated, it was just a show.  We run in the afternoons to the government side because 
they win, and then left town, we run on the opposite side because the opposition side were 
winning the war. In the meantime dead people was everywhere; people were looting other 
people’s apartments, houses, people were getting beat up because they’re either with the tribe 
that were fighting for the rights, or whatever.  About six or seven, I don’t know how long passed, 
my dad finally said to his to his colleague, somebody who was a friend to him, that, “Hey,” my 
dad’s family were still living in Ethiopia, a part of Ethiopia called Ogaden, and he said, “I know 
my dad is still in this particular town in Ogaden,” which is in Ethiopia.  “His name is this, and 
his tribe is this, I want you to take my daughter, and whatever little money I have, and I want you 
to let her live with them.”  So this man, we leave Somalia, we walk into Ethiopia, car, by another 
car, some more car, finally we show up to this little town, nomads, very primitive like, back to 
dinosaur age [laughter], and I always get emotion at this part, but… 

KL:  Are you okay? 

FM:  Yeah. 

KL:  Okay. That sounds very difficult.  What was your town like?  Can you describe your town 
to me? 
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FM:  The Somalia? 

KL:  Yes. 

FM:  It was a lot like America, if I remember it right.  Because we had big roads, we have lights; 
my dad was a pharmacist, he was also a businessman; he was a very wealthy man.  He had a 
huge name; he was a prominent man in society, so I guess you could say I had a privileged life. 
So, showed up in Ethiopia, in a small town and my dad had cut my hair, I had a short hair, looked 
a little bit malnourished, tiny frame of body.  I’m sitting there in the little hut, cross my legs, and 
I’m drinking a little tea, and there’s two cars; it looks like the Greyhound station of that little 
village; the cars are leaving, and I’m looking at this woman that’s holding this girl that’s about 
three-years-old in her hand, and she’s there walking, and I’m looking at her like, “She looks very 
familiar.  She looks like my mother.”  And I guess my sister got her eye injured, a little wood 
chip went in her eye, and this time, that’s early 1989, so the capital city of Somalia is still in 
stand; the government is still in power, only one side of Somalia is in escalation, the other half of 
Somalia is still in peace, so she’s trying to take her to the capital so she can get a doctor and 
medical needs.  I’m like, “Mommy!”  And she doesn’t hear me, and I repeat, she wouldn’t hear 
me, so I call by her name, and then she stands and looks at me, and I got close to her, but she was 
very hesitant because she couldn’t recognize me, I was a little bit unrecognizable because I no 
longer had long hair; I didn’t look the same [when]  she left me, so finally she comes close and, 
yeah, that’s how I found her. [laughter] 

KL:  So you were reunited with your mother. 

FM:  Yeah.  For the second time. 

KL:  This was in Ethiopia?  

FM:  Yeah.  And So, we lived in Ethiopia in the nomad lifestyle, that’s very much, I don’t know, 
primative.  You follow the rain; whenever it rains you drink the reservoir water; [you] mark your 
water very often where the cows are one side of you; people are washing their close on the other 
side; kids are swimming; you can see the mosquito larva in there, you have no choice. [laughter] 
We suffer from dysentery; people who had a weak immune system die from that.  I had malaria, 
twice; my head was shaven, oh my goodness, I remember having high fevers and delirium, and it 
was just nasty.  We suffered many more setbacks.  There was also lack of safety, where there 
[were] a lot of civil rights, human rights violations in Ethiopia.  Ethiopia army often comes to 
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that side of the country and do a lot of genocide against the Somalis who live there; they arrest 
people unwarranted; they rape women; they burn livestock, so I don’t know which one was 
worse, but if you ask me I feel like Ethiopia was more scary to me than Somalia itself.  So it was 
very scary time.  We stayed there about three to four years and none of those four, three years 
were, I don’t remember ever being, feeling safe, there was always “what if,” and they were 
killing a lot of men too, for I have no idea, but for their rights.  Like, you couldn’t speak up, you 
couldn’t (inaudible word), you can’t say anything about it.  People were getting arrested in large 
numbers.  So, then at the end of 1993 we move into a bigger town called Chencha, Chencha 
Ethiopia I think is the third or fourth largest city in Ethiopia currently, or supposably now is 
govern[ed] by Somalia themself.  Somali Ogadens who are indigenous to the land itself.  Their 
rights are still oppressed; if you say anything on social media, or anything against them they will 
threaten your family back home; people are forced to conform to their [way].  Yeah, I don’t know 
much of...Yeah.  Then I came to America. [laughter] 

KL:  Now, were you in a camp in Ethiopia? 

FM:  No, no, not in a camp.  Back then there were no camp in Ethiopia.  Today there is a camp.  I 
was told the last ten years there is a camp in a place; in a small town called Abiriba; I met a lot of 
the people who stayed in that camp today, actually in Lewiston, Maine.  So the only reason I 
knew how it was because I saw people who came from there.  At the” newcomers” orientation, at 
the Catholic Charity city of Lewiston because we work one hour with them, so I met a lot of 
people who said they stayed in that camp for about ten to, I guess, eleven years.  But in my time, 
such camp was nonexistent. 

KL:  So how did you get out of Ethiopia? 

FM:  Well one day, very similar to today, because of the weather [laughter] my dad calls; he calls 
the next door neighbor because we didn’t have a phone.  They were sort of like, well off in life 
the next door neighbors, so he calls my mom was called;  he calls back because it takes a long 
distance for somebody to walk, so you literally, like the old-fashioned America, you walk, you 
wait for the (inaudible word).  [laughter] So, he calls back and he said, “There are men, my 
colleagues are coming over to pick up my oldest daughter.  And I found her an opportunity.”  His 
long-distance cousin family were able to get a sponsor from somebody in America.  They were 
short one kid, so I came on behalf of sort of like, I have a mother and father in America 
somewhere [laughter]; don’t ask me where they are, but I do have one. [laughter] 

KL:  How old were you then? 
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FM:  I was what?  Twelve.  But I came as seventeen, turning eighteen, because I was fit under 
that person’s actual birthday and whatever, yeah.   

KL:  So your mother and father… 

FM:  Stayed back. 

KL:  Stayed in… 

FM:  Ethiopia. 

KL:  In Ethiopia. 

FM:  That’s where I left them, yeah. 

KL:  Did you have brothers and sisters? 

FM:  Yeah, seven, I have eight of them. 

KL:  You have eight brothers and sisters? 

FM:  Yeah, seven sisters and one brother.  I have one full brother and one half brother.  From my 
mother’s side that I counted.  She had eight daughters and one son.   

KL:  Now, are your siblings still in Ethiopia? 

FM:  Yeah, yeah.  We communicate through Facebook. [laughter]  Thank God for social media, 
right? [laughter] 

KL:  And how did you get from Ethiopia to San Diego?  You flew? 

FM:  Yeah, we flew.  We flew in Africa what airplane was, but I do know it was all Somalis; it 
was about two-hundred-and-something, all Somalis, and they spoke, I think they hired an 
interpreter because the whole flight there were speaking Somali (inaudible), the instruction was 
Somali; I remember prior to coming to America we went through a lot of health screening; 
people were x-rayed for TB, if you had an active TB you’re flight would be postponed until you 
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had the treatment for nine months; so you wouldn’t be any eminent danger to Americans at large 
when you arrive in the country.  Back then, if you have AIDS you won’t come at all, I think; now 
they changed that, now they treat people when they bring them here to treat them; pregnant 
women, with certain stage of their pregnancy will stay until they have the baby, because I guess 
pregnancy risk; after the screening we went through some cultural orientation, which I think, you 
know, God, we were told that, oh, I guess they didn’t, we weren’t ready for the actual life in 
America.  We came with somewhat in different pretenses, like we have this notion that 
everybody who lives in America were living in Hollywood hilltop, and everybody was well-off 
in life; we got that, we will be, you know, by the beachfront water, and we’ll have umbrellas 
overhead; and we’ll be sipping margaritas, I don’t know. [laughter] We were told in the 
orientation that, Oh, things like, “Americans have the tendency to chew gum a lot.  They also 
display public affections, so if you do see people kissing, don’t stare of them, it’s offense.”  We 
were told that, “Americans express themselves a bit loudly, verbally, so don’t be aggressive 
physically, you can always fight verbal to verbal, because where we came from it’s physical, less 
verbal, more physical, you know?  So, this time around we were told Americans were a lot 
verbal, just hot air, so don’t fight back. [laughing]  They said, “Oh, Americans blow hot air, you 
know they’re all full of bluffs, but no physical threats, so don’t respond to them.  Just walk 
away.”  

KL:  You said they’re all about football? 

FM:  No. Verbal Aggression, yeah. 

KL:  Oh, excuse me.  I’m sorry. 

FM:  Yeah, so they said, “You know, they talk to talk, but they don’t walk to walk, so you know, 
don’t bother by them, just ignore them.”  They said, “The best cure is to ignore them.”  Yeah.  
Low and behold we did...Oh, and one thing they neglected to say is America was very much a 
diverse country.  We were under the assumption that America was all white.  We come to New 
York at late, late night; all fall asleep at the airport chairs; woken up in the morning; come to find 
out, everybody, literally everybody who work at the airport in some form of shape where African 
American.  [laughter] 

KL:  What did you think about that? 
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FM:  And because Somalia’s naturally a very small frame-body people the African Americans 
seemed huge and very timid, in terms of body structure.  So we’re looking at these people who 
look like they were as big as dinosaurs, we’re like, “Where are we?”  And I’m still thinking, “I  

think we’re somewhere in Africa, I don’t see any white people.”  [laughter]  So then from there 
everybody went their designated destination, where from there only a few, if you were settled by 
the state then they sent you to where they chosen you for; if you were sponsored by family, then 
you go to the state your family lives.  So, I was going to a family, so we went to San Diego and I 
think half portion of that went to Atlanta, so I think most of us went Atlanta or San Diego.  Come 
to San Diego, same late night; woke up in the morning, and everybody spoke Spanish too.  I 
guess we were [in] the harshest neighborhood in San Diego, in the heart of the project.  The 
bullies were showing up every other day, chasing undocumented Mexicans .  The helicopters 
were hovering over us, literally if not hours, every other day.  It was, in my experience, it was 
really scary to me, because I was like, this is not America, you know.  This is not the America I 
signed up for, and I didn’t know much about America because I kid, but whatever I thought I was 
coming to, it was not what I had in my head. 

KL:  So you lived in San Diego for a while. 

FM:  For just three months, yeah. 

KL:  But you were in an area you didn’t feel safe in? 

FM:  No.  When we came to Atlanta and it was the same thing.  Atlanta Georgia, Dekalb County, 
again in the heart of the p7roject of low income, subsidy areas, again, all only African American, 
I swear when they spoke English it didn’t sound anything like English, you know?  [laughing]  
We went to high school, started with trailer parks because they didn’t know how to, I guess the 
state itself they were not oriented, they were not ready for the influx of refugee; they were not 
prepared for us, so they start off, they brought extra trailers outside of the school, extension of 
the school and they scrambled for teachers here and there to teach us English.  At this time we 
were [a] combination of students from Vietnam, International student, Somalia being the 
predominant student; we had a Kurdish from Iraq, where Saddam was I guess, we also have 
Bosnian Muslims, the Bosnian who were Muslims who came mostly through Germany, so we 
were all international student, but the largest population present were Somalis.  We would test 
out regularly, people who would learn the practical skills of English would test out fast; I was 
one of these kids who test out really fast [laughter] when it comes to the requirement then of, 
“You learn this much of English you test out” and then you go to the neighborhood schools of 
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your district, and there were not interpreters provided; there were [not] cultural orientation 
provided; there weren’t any advocacy provided, so a lot of it was sink or swim.  I would like to 
though [add] I feel like a lot of times they help us a lot.  They didn’t hinder us, they help us a lot 
because I feel like you were taught to, you were taught to swim rather than sink, whereas in 
Maine, the state of Maine, even though it’s good that people have interpreter services every 
corner in Maine; even though it’s good that we have so many advocates, I really personally 
strongly believe that many times it’s a barrier, it’s a hinderment to their progress, because five 
years from today, the same person I was interpreting does not see the necessity to learn English 
themselves because they know there’s going to be [an] interpreter in the medical facility, in every 
office, and everywhere, so very often it becomes a personal barrier to them because it stops you 
from becoming self sufficient, yourself.  So I’m glad, in my own personal belief that I didn’t 
have those services in place, you know? 

KL:  So how old were you in Atlanta? 

FM:  From end of ‘95 because I think I arrived, I know it was what, Christmas?  Because I think 
a few days I got there was the New Years Eve; so I think I got there late December and I moved 
from there July, again seven, to Maine.  I don’t know what’s with the seven, but… [laughter]  To 
Maine. 

KL:  You moved to Maine in July? 

FM:  July 7, in Maine.  I arrived in Blake St. Maine. 

KL:  Okay, and you came to Lewiston, is that right? 

FM:  Yeah, I came to Lewiston. 

KL:  What did you think when you arrived in Lewiston? 

FM:  My sister-in-law, who moved here eight months before, prior to July 7th, who was a student 
then in Atlanta, in a college, and tried to pursue her degree in here, called me and said, “Hey, I 
know you like interior designing, and this small place called the state of Maine,”  it’s very 
similar to Ethiopia where she grew up and I grew up and she said, “It’s family oriented, there 
isn’t any high crimes.”  She said, “Everything’s a walking distance; if you move here I think 
you’ll like it.”  And I moved here, and aside from the cold, and being a little bit quiet I think I 
liked the quietness better, so I moved, to my shock I showed up to the city of Lewiston to look 
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for an apartment and I was like, “Where is the downtown?”  And my brother-in-law said, “Well 
you are in downtown.”  And I look at him and said, “Oh, okay then.”  But yeah, it didn’t take too 
much adjustment for me.  And one, I don’t want to brag or anything, but I have, I don’t know, 
personally, I adapt fast to my surrounding; I’m someone who is very, very alert, and very aware 
of my surroundings all the time; I don’t often see a lot of barriers in life; I like to make 
everything positive for me, so I smile; I talk to anybody anywhere, if I’m at a party, I can go 
from party, to quiet, to funeral, I adjust to my audience around me really fast.  Because of that I 
didn’t face a lot of barriers in Maine either. 

KL:  So you felt people accepted you? 

FM:  In my personal life, yes.  I don’t know in large; I don’t want to speak on the large 
population, but for me personally, yes. I often forget that I’m not in Somalia, because I have been 
here, the longest home to me is America, so even though I am Somali in nationality, in many 
ways I adopted to the American life so I often have a little bit of problem differentiating, because 
I don’t know how much of me becomes so much acquainted to American culture or (inaudible) 
that unless some Somali person pointed to me, I’m then like, “Oh, I guess I am 
American.” [laughter] Because people be like, “You act this way, or that way.”  And I’m like, 
“Yeah, all my expectations are very similar to that of any household in America, so very often I 
have to remind myself when I’m with the Somali, with my community, when I’m working with 
them that this is my culture.  So I don’t know why, I guess I’m straddling between the two fence, 
but yeah. 

KL:  Now from time-to-time there have been tensions between the Somali community in 
Lewiston and the larger community.  How have you dealt with that? 

FM:  A lot of it is ignorance and fear, fear of the unknown.  I remember when we arrived in 
Ethiopia, and the towns that we arrived [in] were all if not Somalis, their language spoken was 
Somali, their religion was Somali, they have the same color as me, I remember when there were 
an influx of refugees from Somalia showed up, little kids and the locals would throw stones at us 
and would tell us to go back.  So if you look at it from that perspective, it’s no different than 
here.  When somebody faces uncertainty, or something new, the fear of the unknown is always 
there.  I don’t care where you’re from.  The difference here is the color and the language, but 
how we were received when we were refugees in our own land was no different than how we 
were received here.  That’s how I see it.   
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KL:  Now, when you were a refugee tell me about navigating all of the customs and all of the 
paperwork, and things like that. 

FM:  Well, in Africa, within East African Country there (inaudible) much paperwork at all.  You 
just went from one border to other, so it’s literally from town to town, so there isn’t any 
paperwork then, or anything legal papers, or anything that involves resettlement or, you know, 
reporting yourself, or going through getting a green card, like in here, or going through medical 
screening, none of that then existed.  I don’t know today, because it’s been twenty years since I 
left the country, but then, back then it wasn’t any, aside from the fear that you might be targeted 
because of your nationality or supposedly suspected of being opposition or you know, (inaudible 
word), aside from that I don’t remember any paperwork. 

KL:  Were there people who asked you questions about who you were and what your intentions 
were and those kinds of things? 

FM:  No.  In Ethiopia, no. 

KL:  What about in the U.S.? 

FM:  I think most at 9/11.  I would say post 9/11 because of Islam, and of course I always feel 
like—it could be a personal bias, but every time there’s explosion of supposed “Suicide Bomber” 
you feel the tension; especially when you walk into a restaurant or a shop, either was Walmart or 
Hannaford or whatever, you feel the tension and see the stares, so often I have an internal 
dialogue, I say, “Well do they think I’m a terrorist because I am Muslim?”  I remember going to 
a movie right after San Bernardino, California attacks, and this movie was something about to do 
with terrorists too [laughter], it was something called, London Bridges Falling Down, and I’m 
thinking, looking at people as we walk in, my two other Somali friends who are female and I 
like, “Were everybody (inaudible) this particular theatre because of us?” [laughter] But then, 
every time I have that fear that I feel like it’s a personal bias and that’s in me, I feel like the 
audience is around me or people around me prove me wrong. You know, so, I don’t get any name 
calling or whatever, I just, yeah. 

KL:  Now were you able to maintain a lot of your Somali customs here?  Foods, the celebrations, 
things like that? 

FM:  Yeah.  
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KL:  And I want to make sure that I’m not wearing you out here. 

FM:  No, no. 

KL:  Okay.  So you were able to maintain a lot of your customs? 

FM:  Yeah, when I came to America, just like any other kid, my dad was a religious man and he 
taught us the Quran; he taught us how to pray; I don’t know if everybody grew up like that, but I 
grew up something I called very, I don’t know, grateful.  My dad would teach us how, every 
Friday, he would make a time to talk to us about, you know, reaching certain age, hitting puberty, 
how to take care of your body, your body changes, how (inaudible) to society, and he always 
made sure that we knew right from wrong; he would say, “Even though as a Muslim woman 
covering yourself is mandatory in Islam, it’s also very important that you are a good person from 
inside.”  He would say, “If you are wearing the Hijab fully with the eye cover, but you are a 
corrupted soul, that’s no good to anybody, not to you, and not to society.”  So he was always 
make sure that you’re a good person.  He would say, “Be a friend to somebody, not because of a 
tribal relation, or blood relation, or ethnic relation, but because you like who they are, and you 
like their characteristics.”  So I think a lot of the things my dad taught me became a guidance to 
me as I tried to navigate leaving [for] America.  So I think that had huge impact on me, and I’m 
indebted and grateful to him teaching me that, because a lot of times he taught me to overlook.  
Yeah, so when I came I was wearing shorts and a little t-shirt and my hair, that’s how I grew up.  
When we go to shopping with my mom or my dad we were allowed, in my own country and 
Ethiopia to buy a clothing of our choice, and as often as any kid it would be jeans and shorts or 
whatever [laughter] (inaudible) So when I came, I came as who I am and very authentic to 
myself.  And so later on when I moved to Maine, when I became somewhat part, (inaudible 
word) to Somali culture, because I became an advocate; I became an interpreter so this time 
around, the last ten years I’ve been more involved in the Somali community than any other 
community, I find there were more acceptance of me if I wear cover and had a long dress, 
because what I look like became [a] barrier to me when I tried to navigate in my own culture. 

KL:  Now forgive me, I need to clarify some terminology.  What you’re wearing now, the black 
portion… 

FM:  It’s called hijab. 

KL:  That is called a hijab.  Okay. 
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FM:  Yeah, so it’s a scarf.  I wear just a scarf on my head and around my neck.  I don’t wear the 
fully covered Hijab that goes to your ankle; I don’t cover my face either; I just wear the Hijab 
and long dress, and I wear a long sleeve to cover my arms, because you’re not allowed in Islam 
to show your arm; so I don’t wear any shorts sleeve above my elbow; everything I wear have to 
be a little bit under my elbow, if not fully to my wrist.  Also, my dress cannot be shorter than my 
ankle, so yeah. 

KL:  Did I understand correctly that you didn’t dress like that before you came to Maine. 

FM:  Yeah, as a matter-of-fact I was a punk-rock kid.  Yeah, I dressed gothic; I was all black in 
high school; I was attracted to heavy metal, yeah.  I was listening to KISS and Goo Goo Dolls, 
and Aerosmith, and Wall Flowers, [laughter] just I don’t know why.  I also think because of what 
happened is that I am an advocate for that.  I am outspoken about that.  I speak loud about that.  I 
don’t hide that, I suffer from PTSD, chronic PTSD, I suffered tremendously in my childhood, 
there was no services in place that were culturally appropriate too I feel like when we came to 
America.  Back where I came from a lot of things were adapted because of survival, out of 
survival, so the fact that we were in a war, and the fact that every other day if you were not in a 
war somebody was dying for minor diseases, or a burn, or giving birth, or sustain a little minor 
injury, but there’s no medical facility; the fact that we were running every other day, or there was 
(inaudible word) to deal with food; or you might have water today, but the next day—it was all 
somewhat became part of my daily life and was normal, but when we came out of that, and we 
came to America, however small the project were, to a regular American person, however the 
neighborhood we saw look to a American person that we were living [in] a bad neighborhood, to 
us it was more than what we came from, so here we came to America and what seems a very 
short period of time we were able to sustain the physiology and the first basic needs of human, so 
we had shelter over our head; we no longer were scared of food shortage; the peace was very 
obvious,  that we had finally peace; the police that every other African American was fearful, to 
us were a savior and we were glad to see a police officer around, you know? [laughter]  But, with 
the society brought us to America, and the nations that were hosting us neglect[ed] to take care of 
what’s the most important part of our life, the wellbeing of our mental health.  As soon as we got 
the housing, as soon as the sun came out, as soon as all the sound came out, all the light and 
everything came out, is when all our trauma also all of a sudden came out; all these memories 
oppressed, all this pain you ignore, just came out, and I couldn’t, it was just like, you could sleep, 
you can position yourself in a fetal position, you can crumple, you can go in a corner, but it was 
just too much for me in person.  I couldn’t stop the racing thoughts in my head.  I remember this 
particular time when the neighbors were burning trashes, and they added a few goats that were 
dead, I don’t know if it was because of gunshot, or I don’t know what reason the livestock was 
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dead for, but they were burning the livestock along with the trash and I watched this goat 
burning, the brain was bubbling out, and when I came to America almost seven years later that 
would not leave my head, and I feel the vicarious pain, like it was there, like I can feel the pain 
(inaudible word).  And that’s also when I became a cutter, a self-cutter, I don’t know what it’s 
called, but I’ll cut my arms all day long, and it would alleviate my pain somehow, or I will ignore 
danger and in the middle of the night I will put headphones [and] I’ll put my sneakers on and I’ll 
run in Atlanta, the worst neighborhoods you could ever imagine, and [am] oblivious, 
complete[ly] oblivious to the danger, if any, I mean there was a lot of danger, rape, gang rape, 
any rape, possibility of getting killed, but thank god it never happened.  So, then Boulder, 
Colorado high school shooting happens; we come to high school in the morning, and we were 
told each class to go to their classrooms, we go there and we were told that today this happened, 
in the morning, and we were told in our writing if we were bullied how you’d respond.  May I 
remind you, my English skills are nowhere near to express myself in that capacity; there were no 
interpreters available; there was no cultural orientation, no culture competency or sensitivity 
training at all to the staff; they were somewhat oblivious to who we were, and I was told to 
express myself in English, and I didn’t spoke English then at all, so I wrote direct Somali instead 
of the concept of my feeling, and that is if you say, “Kill them,” in Somali it could be hit, or 
physically fight back, or pull the hair, or break a leg or something, but in verbatim in English it 
means, “Kill,” so I said, “If I were bullied…” And at this time I don’t even have the vocabulary 
or comprehension to understand what “bully” itself, the word itself means, I gathered the idea, 
concept somewhere around the video that the kids were mistreated, to what extent I didn’t know, 
because I couldn’t speak English that well, so I said, “Yeah, if somebody go in my face I will kill 
them too.” And boy, did I find myself in hot water, if you know, no less than thirty minutes the 
police were there, along with the principal, I was escorted out, called my uncle, they spoke to me 
again, and I keep repeating the same words, “I’m going to kill them.”  [laughter] And I’m 
expressing myself, what I’m expressing myself is like physically, I’m going to hit their face, or 
push them, but not literally killing them, as in ending their life.  I ended up in a facility that 
looked like a halfway home, but it was for people with mental illness.  I was hold into Grady 
Hospital, one of the largest government hospitals in Atlanta, thirteenth floor, how ironic is that? 
Thirteenth floor. [laughter] And about a month, and was treated with injections of antidepressant 
medications, was released from there once they established I didn’t mean it exactly 6that way.  
Yeah, from then on I’ve been on different medications for different reasons, mostly for 
depression; my depression is often seasonal, it gets really, really worse for me in the nice 
weather, so when my American colleagues are so happy to see the Spring, I’m the opposite of 
them, not looking forward to Spring, because as it gets hotter it brings a lot of triggers, how do 
you say that - “Triggers?”  A trigger for me, yeah, the way a sound make, or the way a tree 
branch would wave, or a car noise, or a smell or just the look of a building, how eerie, or some 
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windows look, or something of the (inaudible word) will give me just a little, I call them 
“zooming out episodes”.  I will have an out-of-body zoom out of somewhere in Somalia, and I’ll 
have fragmented images.  I think my worst relapse was four years ago, in July 4th, across the 
river, my kids and I were there watching the fireworks and midway through the fireworks the 
way one particular firework hit, was just, I couldn’t, I felt like I fainted or something because I 
got up smelling blood and metal, rusting metal or something, and I could not regroup or recoup 
from that for almost a month or two, which is a nasty depression; I couldn’t shake it off; I felt 
sad, wanted to cry all the time, didn’t want to get up, very sluggish, tired, extremely tired, want 
to sleep all the time, yeah.   

KL:  You have children yourself. 

FM:  Five.  Two in high school.   

KL:  Now you talked about how your dad taught you right from wrong, and you teach those kind 
of principles to your children? 

FM:  Yes.  Same principle. Actually even more so, a more strict principle due to the current crisis 
in the world when it comes to Islam, and of course the kids are in high school so they are not 
oblivious to the constant blame of they’re raised in Islam in general, what’s few bad people are 
doing in the world, so I have to teach them conflict resolution skills; not to respond to people’s 
ignorance; I also teach them to be fairly well-rounded in the world around them.  Islam itself, 
what it stands for, (inaudible) Christianity too, the Old Testament. They’re fairly quiet, you 
know, much well rounded of the American culture itself because they only speak English.  They 
actually remind me very often when I say, “You know, we’re going back home,” they always 
remind me, “Well, you going home.  We’re not.”  [laughter]  “We are home.  You’re going back.” 
[laughter] 

KL:  So they haven’t kept the Somali language. 

FM:  No.  I actually, when my oldest two were born, the oldest two of my kids were born in 
Atlanta, Georgia, my husband then his profession was cab driving, so he was a taxi driver.  I was 
alone a lot of times at home, especially late nights, and Atlanta, if you are aware of the news, is 
not exactly a safe state, because every other second it’s breaking news where there’s a rape, 
carjack or something, so I intentionally thought if I teach her English, if something were to 
happen to me, or us, or them, they would be able to speak and at least tell their address, who they 
are, if they were to call 911.  So, I started ordering books from Disney Channel online, and 
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would get that books monthly and read for her, well that’s when they thought that spoke English, 
you know, fluently, because they were listening to Mommy, broken English and reading them 
nighttime stories until they become elementary age and they’re like, “Mommy, that’s not how 
you say those words, okay.  That’s not even in English.” [laughter]   

KL:  So do you want them to learn Somali at some point? 

FM:  I feel like, you know, how they say in psychology, I don’t know if in psychology or 
sociology, but language and culture is all a requirement of the birth, so if I can learn English so 
can they.  If the day ever comes that they have to, you know,  have to help Somalia, or go 
somewhere in Somalia I think they will learn. [laughter]  I don’t know, but right now I’m just 
more concerned of making them well-rounded person morally, ethically, in terms of their soul, 
you know, I rather focus on that because I think the languages is learned, it doesn’t matter what 
country you are, but it’s hard to learn morals so I’d rather teach them good morals first. 

KL:  Now, you work in health care, is that right? 

FM:  Yeah, lead prevention. 

KL:  Pardon me? 

FM:  I’m working currently on lead prevention with Healthy Androscoggin, who are on 124 
Lisbon St. And we focus more on new Mainers and so the program is for all residents, but 
because the new Mainers are more susceptible because of, you know, either it’s malnourishment,  
previous malnourishment, or lack of vitamins from where they came from, and also the housing 
that they’re placed when they arrive in Maine, mostly are poor neighborhoods and subsidized 
apartments.  Not all subsidy places have lead, but most of Lewiston does have lead because of 
old housing stock.  So we test the lead because we’re also seeing more recently there’s a lot of 
lead poisoning amongst new Mainer children, so...And due to language barrier, and systematic 
barrier that they’re, you know, suffering from, we focus more, a little bit more, on them. 

KL:  So you’ve been following the story about Flint, Michigan? 

FM:  Yeah, yeah, the water  It looks a lot like the water we used to drink.  [laughter]  Except 
there was no lead poisoning 

KL:  You mentioned your husband.  Tell me about how you met your husband. 
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FM:  Well he’s related to me.  I know, Somalis are related all of them.  He’s somewhat related to 
me from my mother’s side, but very distant, like meaning, like, very, very far from each other.  
So he came to America one year before me, ‘94.  I came somewhere mid ‘95.  In end of 1998, 
beginning of 1999, I guess he liked me.  He called my dad and asked my dad, “Oh, can I please 
marry your daughter with your blessing?” And my dad said, “Okay.”  So his father and my father 
decided to, you know, because we marry Islamicly, engage us in Africa, so then my dad calls and 
said, “With my blessing, please get married.”  Because Somali culture, then my dad was worried 
about their weren’t a lot of Somalis, so he was worried about oh once I become my own woman, 
and I reach eighteen or something age and real life I’ll move out of the comfort of my uncle 
house and his guidance, so he was worried that I might, I don’t know, if to say Americans not a 
proper way, but to be urbanized or something, or to lose the culture, or have an identity crisis, I 
don’t know, but he was worried.  So he said, “Please, please, please.”  And I said, “Okay.”  So, 
we got married like that. [laughter]  

KL:  So, was there a courtship?  

FM:  After we got engaged.  [laughter]  You know, we gotta try hard to get along, right?  
[laughter]  I think I’m still working on that.   

KL:  And that’s part of the Somali culture. 

FM:  Yeah. 

KL:  That’s the way it works. 

FM:  Yeah.  And not only Somali culture, but Islam; people who practice Islam, a lot of it is like, 
arrangement of marriage, family members, yeah.   

KL:  And what does he do? 

FM:  Currently he’s a truck driver.  There was a time when we were seperate, from about two 
years after I moved to Maine, up until end of 2012 he was in another state.  We were going 
through a little marital issue, but then end of 2012 he came back to Maine, and we tried to 
[reconcile] the relationship.  [laughter]  I don’t know, I think we’re still working on that.  
[laughter]  Because I was told once by an American elderly person that a good house takes a lot 
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of work, and a long marriage real work.  You know, so I think I’m still working on that. Because 
they don’t tell you that marriage (inaudible) work.  [laughter] 

KL:  Well you’ve been very generous with your time. 

FM:  Thank you. 

KL:  I’d love to keep talking… 

FM:  I blocked the time twelve to three in my schedule, yeah, so I have a lot of time. 

KL:  Okay, Okay.  You’re well-educated; tell me about how you started in school and things like 
that. 

FM:  Well I actually did not have any formal education coming to America, aside from reciting 
Quran; of course I didn’t know what I was saying; we just learn to recite verses in the Quran as a 
kid, and I also knew how to write my name in Somali.  So when I came to America I had to not 
only, I don’t know, get education, but also learn how to actually write, I don’t know, regular 
vocabularies, I don’t know what they’re called them, learn English, how to write ABCs, and I 
had good teachers.  I was always kind of close friend with the teachers.  I took a huge interest 
when I came into America, learning English, especially not in actual English, but I’ll try to read 
books from Leonardo Da Vinci; I don’t know, something about Leonardo Da Vinci was very 
attractive.  [laughter]  And the CIA, I just wanted to be a part of the FBI, so I’ll get the 
Constitution, so mid high school I took this unusual interest to learn the Constitution; I was just 
intrigued by the Constitution and how if you really read a lot of the Constitutional articles were 
very, if not a replica of my religion, like self-defense itself, when people say “jihad” if I read the 
Constitution what self-defense is “jihad” in Islam.  And that’s not to blow up people, innocent 
people or yourself, exact definition of it is what “jihad” is so, I was just intrigued by the 
Constitution, and the laws and then from there on I got addicted to psychology until now and 
how the brain works, and people’s behavior, and I guess I took a huge interest simply because of 
my background; I often wonder what makes people to kill each other, and why they continue to 
do so, seeing the physical aspect of destruction that they have committed, or they have done, and 
if they’re intention was to overthrow the government ruling that supposably was a dictatorship 
with no rights, why they couldn’t stop after they overthrow the supposed dictator?  And why are 
they allowed to see the children still suffering, or the women still suffering tremendously, or why 
they watch thousands of Somali young men, you know, taking a small fishing boat everyday 
capsizing [in the] Eritrean Sea every other month or so, in large enormous numbers drowning, to
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— why?  I don’t know.  The (inaudible words) sick and tired of, I think, Somali.  The world I 
often feel like has turned a blind eye to Somalia; it looks like nobody cares from my perspective, 
when I look [at] the international aspect of that country.  And I don’t understand why the Somali 
themself are not feeling this from a patriarchal perspective.  Like, it’s my country, so why I am 
not taking care of that; why the problem in my country’s not bothering me; why the kids who are 
starving by the thousands before the age of five, why does that not bother the countrymen, my 
countrymen from Somalia; why it doesn’t bother them?  I don’t get it.  And looking at the current 
Syria, I don’t know, it just, I don’t get it; a lot of the kids who are suffering; I think in my times, 
when I see a kid, I think I see myself a lot of times, so I’m very, I think if anything that’s one of 
the things I was told to avoid, for my mental health reasons, you know?  Because I take it 
personally; I carry a lot of other people’s pain; I carry the world pain on my shoulders a lot, and I 
have a hard time tuning that out, I mean, just to see, I could come to work bright and smiley and 
see a homeless man on the street that day, and just my brain will play over and over, like, 
“Why?”  I mean, why do we have homeless in America today?  Why the government doesn’t just 
rebuild one of those abandoned [buildings], when too many buildings are abandoned in 
downtown Lewiston, why can’t they just rehab that building?  Why can’t they house those men?  
How is it possible that American Veteran is homeless?  I don’t get it; I have a hard time 
comprehending that.  The person who defend your livelihood is the person who is subject to 
homeless afterwards. And how inconsiderate we are of the mental health, because I often feel 
like if anybody can tell a refugee kid’s story from a war-torn country would be a soldier who 
fought a war.  I think I said, that a soldier only could tell my story, so I don’t know.  I have a 
strange feeling for when it comes to Veterans, you know.  A few years ago I was in my car, 
drinking my coffee, talking [with] my friend before I walk into the store, and T.J. Maxx of 
Center Street opened, across from it (inaudible word) T.J. Maxx there is a Veteran’s office, and I 
watched these two tall, built men, American Caucasian men with their uniformed—full uniform
— crossing in front of my car, and I stopped talking for a second, just watching them, and I’m 
like, “I wonder if they went to war?”  And since it was so hot it reminded me of Iraq, 
Afghanistan, somewhere, and I wonder if I could ask how they feel, how they’re coping with that 
trauma, you know?  If they have nightmare dreams?  If they suffer vicarious trauma?  You know, 
if anything, how they’re coping with that.  There’s no way you can cope with the way you used 
to be.  There is no way.  If anybody tells you you come back how you were, that’s a lie.  You 
can’t come back from a war and be what you used to be, no way.  It mentally cripples you; it 
disables you mentally; It looks like, I often feel like when I became a refugee Somalia, and the 
government of Somalia, and the men of Somalia, I feel like robbed my childhood from me.  So I 
feel a little resentment towards the men in power; I don’t care where they’re from, whether it’s 
American or Somali, or whatever, but I often feel like there’s resentment to what I see homeless, 
when I see neglected society, I can’t help it help it but to feel that, you know. 
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KL:  When you were young did you have special holidays that you celebrated sometimes? 

FM:  Eid.  We have a lot of celebrations.  

KL:  Okay, tell me about them. 

FM:  WE had, oh man! We had one too many.  We have Eid, when Ramadan was coming, the 
month of fasting, Ramadan, which is actually, in this year in June 7.  We would welcome it, 
almost very similar to when you welcome Christmas.  We have lights on everywhere, on the 
streets, light displays; you have people, if you have the means to do so will paint your houses 
green color.  It stands for prosperity, wealth, and health.  People will garden; they will recolor the 
Mosque; people will get ready; the stores will stack up special foods, like grain, carb, things that 
can sustain you in terms of dehydration, and all day because you literally will be starving all day 
long; the whole atmosphere into, I remember, very peaceful.  It’s almost like when people stop, 
they put aside the animosity and their troubles [laughter] yeah.  Because, I don’t want to say that 
if I’m not correct, but I think if I recall, if my memory serve me right, there are three month in 
Islam religion where you’re not allowed to bloodshed at all.  I think it’s the month of Ramadan 
and the following two months after that.  So people, even in their craziest mind, even the most 
serial killers in Somalia will try to restrain themself, you know from killing somebody because 
you’re not allowed to kills, cheat, lie; you’re not allowed to have intimacy during the day; you’re 
not allowd to watch T.V. a day; you’re supposed to restrict from yourself from everything you 
consider a luxury in life.  My daddy used to say, “The idea is to when I’m fasting, I feel what a 
starvation person will feel like.”  What you will feel even those half a day, what it feels like to be 
starving, because you’ll be doing that from sunup to sundown everyday.  The first two weeks is 
the most hardest to go through; you adjust the middle; the last is like [a] lifetime, you feel like 
you’ve been doing that for a year; your body’s tired; you can’t move anymore; the days are so 
long, but you cannot help yourself but to know what’s to be homeless, what not to eat food, how 
to starve. The people donate a lot of food, they donate a lot of money, we pay something called 
zakat, the month following that means “charity”.  So, when you’re eating, like women, there’s 
exceptions to Ramadan.  So the day we break the Ramadan mothers and elder women will come 
and they will slaughter goats, and they will cook food; the kids are bought clothing, if you can 
afford it, three days of brand new from head to toe clothing, the kids are let go that day from 
county to county, to city to city, the celebration is a little bit similar to the Halloween, so we do a 
trick and treat, and it’s like money though, ours is money.  Every door you knock they have to 
(inaudible phrase), if they don’t have any get ready for coins or candy or something.  So we 
collect three days long of money, kids are chanting on the streets, everybody have fully make-up 
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on, so it’s a kid day, it’s a beautiful day, you know, when that ends and we get ready for the 
biggest one of two month down the road we get ready for Eid al-Adha; that’s the biggest of Eid; 
that’s one in the bible the Quran where Prophet Abraham tried to slaughter his son; that one if 
you can afford you have to slaughter something, an animal. We serve the poor, people who can 
afford, once in a lifetime if you are Muslim you have to visit the pilgrim, which is in Mecca, in 
Saudi Arabia, you pray.  A lot of people got ready for that.  After the Eid is over then we get 
ready for the coming back of the prayers, and people again slaughter and celebrate again.  I feel 
like we have a lot of celebration, which I feel like is dying here, because it’s not the same, the 
environment is not the same, yeah.  It’s almost like a costume here, it reminds me of the 
Halloween time, except somewhat Halloween (inaudible) satanic, but… [laughter]  Because of 
the (inaudible), but that was more different, yeah. 

KL:  Now you talked about fasting, their must have been some times in Somalia and in Ethiopia 
when you were hungry. 

FM:  Yeah.  Not ever hungry, hungry to a point where we were ever without food, but hungry to 
hours; I think that was the most hunger I ever faced.  Like, food shortage, yes.  Like, you would 
eat a little; you would let the sibling eat more than you; there are days when you just cook 
tomato and water, tomato sauce in water, whatever.  Or, I remember a lot of water shortages; 
there were a lot of time when we didn’t have water at all, and you were so thirsty, you come 
across these hot, hot, hot all day in the sun water, in a piece of metal and you can’t differentiate, 
it was as red if not more redder than the Flint story, Michigan water. [laughter]  But there were 
hot, hot, piped, rusted, old metals, or if not from the well, sometimes it’s salty water so you 
might have diarrhea for days, yeah.  So I think a lot of people from Somalia would tell you, 
water was the mostly the shortage we ran into.  Come to think about it, food was not that much, I 
don’t know… 

KL:  It was water that was the problem. 

FM:  Yeah, because for me as a young kid food was never my problem, meaning like, I never 
kind of liked food anyway; [laughter] I used to survive just drinking milk; even now, even 
though I’m very obese, I like coffee, I like liquid stuff, so I drink a lot of coffee with a lot of 
sugar and heavy cream, but unless somebody invites me, or somebody offer me to, I don’t stop 
for food ever; I won’t bother to buy food, and if I do buy food, it’s usually a cookie or a 
chocolate candy or something, but never an actual food, I don’t know why.  So I remember not 
looking for food that much, but water, yeah. 
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KL:  How did you get water? 

FM:  Wells.  You walk hours and hours to get a well water that was salty, and nasty; sometimes 
there would be a reservoir of natural rain; other times there were people who saved water, but I 
do remember water was always a problem, yeah.  Sometimes in the last place I left my mom and 
dad in Ethiopia, they have a modern water system, will have the fountains and pipes, but every 
other...Then if the water flow is okay, during the day, in the evening you’re going to see the water 
very, either dripping or completely out of water, so, water used to, and even today water’s  the 
problem for some reason for East Africa, yeah.   

KL:  Why would it be salty?  Because you were close to the sea? 

FM:  I don’t know where we were close to, but I think so because the side of Ethiopia I grew up 
is called the Desert, Ogaden. The water, it’s very salty, very salty.  I remember there was a 
reservoir near by and we don’t drink the water because there’s a salt around it, thick the camel 
can drink from that only, yeah.  So, there was one well that was a good water well, and the 
government put up (inaudible) on the top of it and they built a little pool next to it because of the 
weakness of the water capacity that pump will go all night, it would fill up the pool, and early in 
the morning the people would line up with jerry cans, and there would be a policing; the 
government would police them so people could fairly go one at a time; you were allowed to take 
one jerry can, so to be fair for the other ones, you can line up with… 

KL:  What did you carry the water in? 

FM:  Jerry cans. 

KL:  Oh, jerry can, okay. 

FM:  Yeah. So people could not take five jerry cans because other people...And sometimes we 
would cut halfway, and people would have to come back or some people would share, like they 
would let you borrow a small bottle of water for the day, yeah.  I know the water was like, you 
were not allowed to, when you washing the dishes, like, you would manage, but it was like, you 
would be amazed when I read a saying one time, a quotation that says, “You will be amazed at 
how strong you are when the only choice you have is to be strong,” you know?  Along the lines 
of something like that.  You’ll be amazed at how strong humans are, and how you’re survival 
adaptability is like impeccable when you’re forced to survive, you know.  
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KL:  We haven’t talked about naturalization yet.  Went through the naturalization process? 

FM:  No, I’m not a natural citizen yet.  [laughter] I’m still a green card holder, don’t ask me why.  
I think I’m having a hard time departing with my nationality. [laughter] No, it’s out of laziness 
actually; I got the papers; I read a lot; I take people to interviews all day long, but you know, 
reading the Constitution or memorizing the state governance, and that are presented are not a 
problem, but I never get to it.  I don’t know why.  It’s like, I guess as my long time ago therapist 
told me, it’s like, he said, “there is an ambivalence.”  The push is there, that I want to go one day 
and the push for me to go is to see my parents, I don’t foresee or contemplate to leave [for] 
Ethiopia or Somalia for good in the future, because I have kids who were born here and I have to 
think about their future, their college, their life ahead, but I do want to see my parents; I have not 
seen them for two decades almost, so, I think soon, very soon, actually recently it’s been in my 
mind a lot to become a U.S. citizen you know, and if I will break down that day, I don’t know, 
I’ll let you know. [laughter] 

KL:  It’s something you’ve thought about? 

FM:  A lot, yeah.  A lot, yeah.  Recently especially a lot.  Because I want to see my parents and 
you know. 

KL:  Would it be a problem for you to go visit Somalia? 

FM:  With my green card?  No, no. It’s not a problem.  I got a travel document and I can go, but 
it’s easier to be a U.S. citizen, you know?  One, if you’re a U.S. citizen you’re accounted for; if 
you got lost somewhere. [laughter]  Green card not so much though.  I’d rather be accounted for.  
I guess my worries are always abandonment, because I only told you a part of me running from 
Somalia as a refugee with my family.  My mom and I got separated, that was not the first time.  
When I was born, right a few days after I was born the Ethiopian government war planes came 
and bombed the side of Somalia where we were, my mom and a lot of people ran to the bushes 
for days and days.  My mom had me when she was barely sixteen.  So, she was hungry, she was 
starving, I was a baby, she was a baby, she thought that a full moon she thought the moon would 
mark where she placed me, so she put me somewhere, thought that the moon would be literally 
standing there, so she used the moon as a marker, she was that little, to look for water; so she left 
me there and couldn’t find me what she told me was almost the half of the night; and when she 
found me she said, I was barely moving my feet.  So that was my first abandonment because of 
war, and then only eight years later, or five or six years later, I was abandoned, this time not by 
choice, but we were seperated for almost a year.  And then the third time was me coming to this 
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country, so I feel like subconsciously if I leave the country something might get stuck on me or 
something, yeah, so yeah.  [laughter] So if you can see, I’m 33 and all my life I’ve been in a war; 
I guess you can say that, I mean I was born in a war, came from a war, still transitioning, so I 
guess if I do become [a] citizen because I am Somali by nationality only, because if you ask me 
this would be the longest country I call home.  So if you look not from technicality perspective, 
but from human perspective I think I will say America is my home more than any other country, 
because Somalia, left there twice [laughter] in a horrible way, and Ethiopia was not so kind in 
terms of human violations, so I guess you can say this this explains my reluctance to leave the 
country. 

KL:  You think you’d like to visit Somalia some day? 

FM:  Somalia?  My mom family are still there but my dad, Somalis identify themselves by 
clanship and tribal, so my dad tribe is a tribe called Darods, they were the predominant 
government leaders back in the ‘90s, back when the civil war was still going on he didn’t feel too 
comfortable leaving Somalia base, he didn’t have any affiliation with the government, but based 
on clanship he wouldn’t go back to Somalia.  My mother however, she went back several times, 
because where we live in Ethiopia and where we ran away [from] is only an hour-and-a-half  
away from each other.  Even though it took my mom one month to Ethiopia because of how they 
got there.  If they were walking during the day the government in Somalia in early 1988 and ‘89 
was bombing the citizens of their own country; if they were walking [at] night time they were 
risking their lives from landmines, because they were putting landmines on the floor.  So 
whatever the survival of my mom and my little sisters suffered the most.  As you can imagine my 
mom left [at] seventeen and displaced from her original country of Ethiopia; went as refugees to 
Somalia, only short seven years later she comes back from Somalia as a refugee once again, to 
come back to Ethiopia where she was born as a refugee and transitioned from town to town, to 
country to country, so 9inaudible) I guess such is life right?  It’s life’s irony, I don’t know, when I 
think of my life it’s like, I often think about like, “Wow, all this started with a war.” 

KL:  If you could visit your mother what do you think you’d say to her? 

FM:  Well if I could make it; I feel like I might not make it the first time, I worry about having a 
heart attack or something like seeing my mother, [laughter] Yeah.  I know all my siblings are 
adults of their own.  Some are married, so I won’t recognize any of them; even though I see their 
pictures of their face [on] Facebook, we all grew up apart so I don’t know what characteristics 
they have, or who they became, because I remember them as kids, as infants, and some were 
born after I left the country so it’s going to be hard to...But I feel like when I get there and I 
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resettle and I look at people I’m interested to cross the hour-and-a-half and to see the home we 
left.  But as I was telling my coworker who’s from Somalia, but who grew up in America since 
the age of three, (inaudible) I was telling her I worry that I might just have a heart attack when I 
get to that side, because all I remember [is] the tank, people running, the noise, the sound, the 
blood, so I don’t know.  And those memories are, I guess, I don’t know if they mean something 
to me, but it looks like I remember most of all this than anybody I left behind.  I often when I 
talk to my mom revisit those things, and I ask her, “Do you remember that? Do you remember 
the tree on the side of our door?  Or the kid next door?”  And she’s kind of puzzled by my 
memory or how it’s still intact.   

KL:  So you talk to her on the phone? 

FM:  Yeah, How vivid my memory is, yeah.  And I think it means something to me, I don’t know 
I’m clinging to those memories, but  a lot of things stay in my head, yeah. 

KL:  Well again, you’ve been very generous with your time. 

FM:  Thank you. 

KL:  And I’ve enjoyed talking with you; it’s been wonderful. 

FM:  Thank you. Thank you for talking to me. 

KL:  You know, I guess I leave here saying, “Wow.” 

FM:  Thank you. 

KL:  Oh, I did want to ask you if there’s anything I’m overlooking that you want to tell me about. 

FM:  Not really, unless you want to ask me something, yeah. 

KL:  Okay. 

FM:  Because as you can see, you know, the largest new Mainer visible in this community, even 
though we have other African nations and other minority in America, in Maine are the Somalis, 
Particularly Lewiston, Maine.  You can see stores, you can see them physically walking down 
Lisbon St. or Kennedy Park, but I don’t speak on behalf of all of them, I can only speak from my 
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experience, and my experience in Maine, and over all in America has been very pleasant, very 
pleasant experience, yeah.  I have not encountered with a lot of racism, or problems whether it’s 
with my religion, or my color, or my ethnic, so… 

KL:  I did also want to ask if there was anyone that you thought I should talk to, that you can 
think about that would also be a good interview. 

FM:  Phew, I have so many people in my head. [laughter] 

KL:  How about this, how about think about it for a couple days and I’ll email you in a couple 
days. 

FM:  I’ll actually think that you should interview the (Rowan Isman?). 

KL:  I’m sorry, pardon me? 

FM:  I’ll write it for you. (Rowan Isman?) he’s the director and founder of Somali, it used to be 
Somali Youth Association.  They’re the other largest Somali ethnic, and our experience varies, 
whether it’s ethnicity, or even within Somalia we have a different take in Somalia.  They have a 
totally different experience in Somalia, either they were oppressed because of classism, or 
because of different features of their face, or because they weren’t originally from Somalia, so  I 
think it would be interesting if you asked him. 

KL:  Okay. 

FM: Not only how they deal with America, but also in Somalia itself what their experience were, 
yeah. 

KL:  Okay, well I’ll email you in a couple days and see if we can get contact information, things 
like that, and then make sure it’s okay with him. 

FM:  Definitely. 

KL:   And I did want to see if I could get a photo. 

FM:  Okay.  Only if you (inaudible) on my good side.  I’m just kidding. 
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KL:  Is it okay? 

FM:  Yeah, no, no, no I have no problems. 

KL:  Okay let’s see; so far I don’t think I have a ticket on my car. [laugher] 

FM:  Where did you park? 

KL:  Right across the street there, that blue car there. 

FM:  Oh here?  No, they won’t give you a ticket here because of the businesses. 

KL:  They will not you said? 

FM:  They will not, the businesses I guess talked to the city, and because of the business they 
cannot give you ticket.  Only if it’s a meter.  If you see a meter they’ll give you a ticket. 

KL:  I’ve really, really enjoyed talking with you. 

FM:  Okay, I’m ready for my Hollywood shot.  [laughter] 

KL:  Oh that’s lovely. 

FM:  You got it?  Yeah that’s very pretty.  Thank you! Oh, I didn’t ask you, did you have lunch 
already? 

KL:  Do I have what? 

FM:  Did you have something to eat? 

KL:  Did I have lunch?  No, I haven’t. 

FM:  Would you mind taking home Somali food? 

KL:  Sure. 

FM:  After you get your stuff we’ll go across the street.  Do you have time? 
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KL:  Sure. 

FM:  Okay. 
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